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Abstract: The main methods describing polarization of electromagnetic waves in weakly anisotropic inhomogeneous
media are reviewed: the quasi-isotropic approximation (QIA) of geometrical optics method that deals with
coupled equations for electromagnetic field components, and the Stokes vector formalism (SVF), dealing
with Stokes vector components, which are quadratic in electromagnetic field intensity. The equation for
the Stokes vector evolution is shown to be derived directly from QIA, whereas the inverse cannot be true.
Derivation of SVF from QIA establishes a deep unity of these two approaches, which happen to be equiv-
alent up to total phase. It is pointed out that in contrast to QIA, the Stokes vector cannot be applied for
a polarization analysis of the superposition of coherent electromagnetic beams. Additionally, the ability of
QIA to describe a normal modes conversion in inhomogeneous media is emphasized.
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1. Introduction

Problems related to the propagation of electromagneticwaves through weakly anisotropic media are of unparalledpractical significance for optics and microwave physics,because weak anisotropy plays an important role in me-dia such as liquid and photonic crystals, meta-materials.plasmas at high frequencies, etc.
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There exist two main approaches for the description ofelectromagnetic waves in weakly anisotropic media. Thefirst is Budden’s method [1, 2], which deals with coupledwave equations for the components of the electromagneticwave field. Coupled wave equations for weakly anisotropicmedia were suggested in [3] in the form of quasi-isotropicapproximations (QIA) of the geometrical optics method.QIA was developed in-depth in subsequent publications[4, 5] and briefly outlined in books [6, 7]. An alternativeapproach – the Stokes vector formalism (SVF) – was sug-gested by Azzam [8] and further developed by Segre forthe purposes of plasma polarimetry [9–13].This paper analyzes interrelations between the QIA ap-proach and the Stokes vector formalism. Following recentpublications [14, 15], in this work we derive equations forthe Stokes vector evolution directly from QIA equationsand thereby show a deep unity of QIA and SVF. Simul-taneously, we emphasize an inability of the Stokes vec-tor to describe a total phase of electromagnetic waves.This seriously restricts the applicability of SVF in ana-lyzing the polarization state of superposition of coherentelectromagnetic beams, which are so important for optics,optoelectronics and microwave physics.Material in this paper is organized as follows: Section2 describes the main equations of QIA approaches. Sec-tion 3 specifies QIA equations for magnetized plasma anddemonstrates the ability of QIA to describe normal waveconversions in inhomogeneous plasma. Section 4 derivesan equation for the Stokes vector evolution directly fromQIA equations. Section 5 compares QIA and SVF ap-proaches and points out differences between them. Sec-tion 5 addresses some other results that are consequencesof the QIA approach: an equation for the complex polar-ization angle and equations for traditional parameters ofthe polarization ellipse, which are quite helpful in opticaland microwave polarimetry.
2. Quasi-isotropic approximation
(QIA)
A quasi-isotropic approximation (QIA) of the geometricaloptics method [3–7] describes the propagation of electro-magnetic waves in weakly anisotropic media. The fulltensor of electrical permittivity in a weakly anisotropicmedium εmn could be divided into two parts: the electricpermittivity of the isotropic background medium ε0 andthe small anisotropy tensor νmn

εmn = ε0δmn + νmn, (1)
where δmn is a unit tensor. A basic assumption of the

geometrical optics method is that the scale of medium in-homogeneity L is much larger than the beam wavelength
λ0 so that a “geometrical” small parameter can be intro-duced:

µG = λ0
L � 1. (2)

Quasi-isotropic approximation requires that all compo-nents of the anisotropy tensor νmn should be small whencompared with the permittivity ε0 of an isotropic back-ground medium:
|νmn| � ε0. (3)

A corresponding “anisotropic” small parameter
µA = max |νmn|/ε0 � 1 (4)

characterizes the weakness in anisotropy of the medium.According to [3–7], an asymptotic solution to Maxwell’sequations in the lowest approximation in small parameters
µG and µA can be presented as

E = AΓ exp(ikΨ), (5)
where A and Ψ are the amplitude and eikonal, respec-tively, of the electromagnetic wave in the isotropic mediumand Γ is a polarization vector, which is orthogonal to thereference ray, like in an isotropic medium. Let the unitvectors e1 and e2 together with the tangent unit vector lform a basis for the Popov orthogonal coordinate system(ξ1, ξ2, σ ), associated with a selected ray [16] (see also Ch.9 in book [17] as well as Ch. 4 in book [18]; in the latter,one Popov system appears as a “ray- centered coordinatesystem”). Unit vectors e1 and e2 of the Popov orthogonalsystem obey the equations

dei
dσ = −12 (ei · ∇ ln ε0) l, i = 1, 2. (6)

The most important feature of these vectors is their abilityto describe parallel transport of the electrical vector Ealong the reference ray in an isotropic medium.In the Popov orthogonal coordinate system the polariza-tion vector Γ can be presented as
Γ = Γ1e1 + Γ2e2. (7)

The components Γ1 and Γ2 of the polarization vector obeythe following set of complex ordinary differential equa-tions, which form the basic QIA equations:
dΓ1
dσ = 12 ik0ε−1/20 (ν11Γ1 + ν12Γ2),
dΓ2
dσ = 12 ik0ε−1/20 (ν21Γ1 + ν22Γ2), (8)
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where σ is an arc length along the reference ray. In con-trast to the original form of the QIA equations, which werepresented in [3–7], the frame of natural trihedral coordi-nate system Eqns. (8) do not contain the torsion of theray, because the Popov orthogonal system provides a par-allel, i.e. torsionless transport of the electrical intensityvector along the ray.
3. QIA equations for inhomoge-
neous magnetized plasma. Normal
wave conversion near orthogonality
point
In collisionless plasma the components of anisotropy vec-tor ν̂ could be written as



ν11 = uV sin2 α|| cos2 α⊥,
ν12 = i

√
uV cos α|| + uV sin2 α|| sin α⊥ cos α⊥,

ν21 = −i√uV cos α|| + uV sin2 α|| sin α⊥ cos α⊥,
ν22 = uV sin2 α|| sin2 α⊥,

(9)

where v = 4πe2Ne/mω2 = ω2
p/ω2 and u = (eB0/mcω)2 =

ω2
c/ω2 are standard plasma parameters [2], V = v/(1− u),

α|| and α⊥ are the angles between wave vector k and staticmagnetic field B, shown in Fig. 1.With anisotropy tensor (9), QIA equations (8) become
dΓ1
dσ = 12 ik0ε−1/20 (uV sin2 α|| cos2 α⊥Γ1 + (i√uV cos α|| + uV sin2 α|| sin α⊥ cos α⊥)Γ2),
dΓ2
dσ = 12 ik0ε−1/20 ((−i√uV cos α|| + uV sin2 α|| sin α⊥ cos α⊥)Γ1 + uV sin2 α|| sin2 α⊥Γ2). (10)

Elements ν11, ν22 and the real parts of ν12 and ν21 are con-nected with the transverse components of magnetic field
B0⊥ = B0 sin α||, while imaginary parts of ν12 and ν21 areconnected with the longitudinal component of magneticfield B0|| = B0 cos α||, parallel to the direction of wavepropagation. So the first ones are related to the magni-tude of the Cotton-Mouton effect, while the second onescorrespond to the Faraday effect. The Faraday effect pre-vails at quasi-longitudinal propagation when inequality

∣∣cos α||∣∣� √u2 sin2 α||, (11)
holds, whereas the Cotton-Mouton effect plays a main roleduring quasi-transverse propagation when inequality

∣∣cos α||∣∣� √u2 sin2 α||, (12)
opposite to (11), takes place. Both effects become compa-rable with each other at

∣∣cos α||∣∣ ≈ √u2 sin2 α||. (13)
Multiplying inequalities (11) - (12) and expression (13)by k0V√u2√ε0 , one obtains the relations Ω3 � Ω⊥/2, Ω3 �Ω⊥/2 and Ω3 ≈ Ω⊥/2, where plasma parameters Ωi aredefined as [9–13]:

Figure 1. Position of the external magnetic field B and unit vectors
e1 and e2 relative the ray.

Ω1 = 12k0vu sin2 α|| cos 2α⊥,
Ω2 = 12k0vu sin2 α|| sin 2α⊥,
Ω3 = k0vu1/2 cos α||,
Ω⊥ =√Ω21 + Ω22 = 12k0vu sin2 α||.

(14)

When cyclotron frequency ωc is much smaller than wavefrequency ω and √u� 1, which is typically considered to
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be the problem of plasma polarimetry, the Cotton-Moutoneffect plays a dominant role only in the vicinity of the or-thogonality point α|| = π/2, where cos α|| = 0. It is inthe vicinity of this orthogonality point, that QIA predictsa noticeable conversion of the circular modes. Accordingto [19] (see also [4, 5]), a primary right-hand circularly po-larized wave of intensity I+ is produced near the orthogo-nality point of the left-hand circular wave (a phenomenonof normal waves conversion). The corresponding intensity
I− relates to the total intensity I+ + I− as

H = ( I−
I+ + I−

)
fin
≈ e−πp/4. (15)

Here, the parameters p and v⊥ are proportional to theelectron density Ne⊥ in the orthogonality point σ = σ⊥:
p ≈ 12k0v⊥u3/2|ρ|. (16)

The effective radius ρ = ( dα||dσ

)−1 appears here as a resultof linearization of cos α||(σ ) near orthogonality point σ =
σ⊥: cos α|| ≈ (σ − σ⊥)/ρ. Thus, having measured the finalintensity ratio (10), one can estimate parameter p andthereby determine its local electron density Ne⊥.
4. Equation for the Stokes vector
evolution, derived from QIA
It was shown recently [14, 15] that equations for the Stokesvector evolution can be derived from a quasi-isotropic ap-

proximation of geometrical optics, and they are very closein form to the equations suggested in [8–13]. In contrastto SVF, QIA stems from Maxwell’s equations, using anasymptotic expansion of the wave field in small parameter
µA. Here, we derive briefly an equation for the Stokesvector evolution from QIA.The components of the full (four components) Stokes vector
S = (s0, s1, s2, s3) are connected with the components ofthe polarization vector by relations [20]:


s0 = |Γ1|2 + |Γ2|2 , s2 = Γ1Γ∗2 + Γ∗1Γ2,
s1 = |Γ1|2 − |Γ2|2 , s3 = i (Γ∗1Γ2 − Γ1Γ∗2) . (17)

Making use of QIA, one can present the evolution equationfor Stokes vector S = (s0, s1, s2, s3) in a compact vectorform like

Ṡ = M̂S. (18)

Here, M̂ is a general form of the differential Mueller 4x4matrix for weakly anisotropic media:

M̂ = k02√ε′0

i
(
νa11 + νa22) i

(
νa11 − νa22) i

(
νa12 + νa21) (

νa12 − νa21)
i
(
νa11 − νa22) i

(
νa11 + νa22) − i

(
νh21 − νh12) (

νh12 + νh21)
i
(
νa12 + νa21) i

(
νh21 − νh12) i

(
νa11 + νa22) − (νh11 − νh22)(

νa12 − νa21) − (νh12 + νh21) (
νh11 − νh22) i

(
νa11 + νa22)

 (19)

and νhij , νaij are Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts of theanisotropy tensor νij . Evolution equation (18) happens tobe in general agreement with Segre’s results for magne-tized plasma, obtained for a simplified plasma model.In the case of collisionless plasma it is convenientto deal with a reduced (three component) Stokes vec-tor s = (s1, s2, s3) where s1 = cos 2χ cos 2ψ, s2 =cos 2χ sin 2ψ, s3 = sin 2χ . In this case, the equationfor the three component Stokes vector takes a known form
ṡ = Ω× s, (20)with parameters Ω = [Ω1, Ω2, Ω3] mentioned above [9–12].

5. Comparison of QIA equations
with equations for the Stokes vector
evolution

Equations of QIA determine the evolution of the polariza-tion vector along rays experiencing curvature and torsionand are able to describe mode conversion due to mediuminhomogeneity [3–7]. Therefore, equations for the Stokesvector evolution obtained from a quasi-isotropic approxi-mation of geometrical optics now acquire all the merits ofQIA, in particular, their ability to describe effects of ray
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curvature and torsion. Furthermore, we foresee an abilityof the equations for the Stokes vector evolution to repro-duce QIA results concerning normal modes conversion ininhomogeneous plasma.In spite of a strong similarity, QIA equations and equa-tions for the Stokes vector evolution, in fact, cannot beconsidered completely identical because of phase distinc-tions. To illustrate this, let us present the polarizationvector
Γ = (Γ1,Γ2) = (|Γ1|eiδ1 , |Γ2|eiδ2 ) (21)

as
Γ = ei(δ1+δ2)/2(|Γ1|ei(δ1−δ2)/2, |Γ2|ei(−δ1+δ2)/2) (22)

Between the polarization vector and the full Stokes vectorcomponents, there exist the following relations:


s0 = |Γ1|2 + |Γ2|2
s1 = |Γ1|2 − |Γ2|2
s2 = 2Re (Γ∗1Γ2) = 2 |Γ1| |Γ2| cos (δ1 − δ2)
s3 = 2Im (Γ∗1Γ2) = 2 |Γ1| |Γ2| sin (δ1 − δ2)

(23)

and 
|Γ1|2 = 12 (s0 + s1)
|Γ2|2 = 12 (s0 − s1)
tan(δ1 − δ2) = − s3

s2

(24)
From Eqns. (23) all components of the Stokes vectorcan be found. Otherwise, only three parameters: twomodules|Γ1|, |Γ2| and a phase difference (δ1 − δ2), can befound from Eqns. (24); the phase half sum (δ 1 + δ2)/2principally can not be extracted from the Stokes vector.The reason for this is that the components s0, s1, s2 and
s3 of the Stokes vector are connected by a relations20 =
s21 + s22 + s23, such that each of the Eqns. in (23) is depen-dent on three others. Though the phase(δ 1 + δ2)/2 doesnot influence the shape of the polarization ellipse, it mightbe important for forming an interference pattern, createdby two or more polarized wave fields.It is worth noticing that the system of two QIA equationscan be reduced to a single equation for complex polar-ization angle [21], which is equivalent to the equation forthe Stokes vector evolution. In a similar way, a system ofequations for traditional angular parameters of the polar-ization ellipse can be derived [21], which is also equivalent

to the equation for the Stokes vector. One more general-ization of the QIA approach is that the combination of QIAwith complex geometrical optics allows the simulataneousdescriptions of polarization and diffraction changes in anelectromagnetic wave field. This was presented in [22].
6. Conclusions
QIA and SVF are effective methods for a polarizationanalysis of electromagnetic waves passing through weaklyanisotropic media. Basic QIA equations consist of twocomplex first-order differential equations for orthogonalcomponents of the electromagnetic wave field. They de-scribe polarization evolution of the electromagnetic beamalong curvilinear rays and take into account interaction ofnormal modes in inhomogeneous weakly anisotropic me-dia. At the same time, SVF deals with a set of equationsfor Stokes vector components, which are quadratic in anelectromagnetic wave field. A surprising fact, proven quiterecently and presented in a simplified form in this paper,is that SVF equations follow from QIA equations and arepractically equivalent to the latter up to total phase. As aresult, both QIA and SVF have proven to be quite helpfulfor solutions of many problems in optical and microwavepolarimetry.
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